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Sufjan Stevens goes electronic, experimental with “The Age of Adz” 

  
Sufjan Stevens, Brooklyn-based indie-folk god, hasn’t released a full- length 

album in almost five years, since his critically acclaimed ode to the Midwest, Illinois. 
Stevens’ highly anticipated forthcoming album, The Age of Adz, marks a sharp departure 
from his previous banjo-driven, folksy sound. Adz is a venture into experimental 
electronica, a conceptual album that comes off as more of an art piece rather than as a 
traditional rock album. 

Stevens’ past discography has proven him to be a wholly versatile multi-
instrumentalist, producing albums that range from lo-fi banjo-driven folk (Seven Swans), 
to Gershwin-esque classical (The BQE), to Songs for Christmas (2006), a five-disc 
collection of original and traditional holiday songs initially intended as gifts for family 
and friends. 

Stevens first garnered attention for his “Fifty States Project,” an proposed 
mission to write an album about each of the fifty U.S. states. After completing two 
painstakingly researched albums (Michigan and Illinois), he later changed course and 
admitted that the whole improbable project was a publicity stunt. 

In August, Stevens suddenly released All Delighted People EP, described on 
Asthmatic Kitty’s release page as an “homage to the Apocalypse, existential ennui, and 
Paul Simon’s Sounds of Silence.” Earlier this year, Stevens contributed background 
vocals to High Violet, indie-rock group The National’s critically and commercially 
successful album that debuted at #3 on Billboard. 

Despite the broad variety of influences present on Stevens’ past discography, 
long-time fans may still be shocked by the experimental nature of his newest work. The 
album begins with “Futile Devices,” a meditative track that presents the delicate acoustic 
tone that many have come to associate with Stevens’ sound. The album then slides into 
psychedelic chaos with “Too Much,” a drum-machine driven, sample-laden track that hits 
nearly 7 minutes. Stevens makes no effort to stick to a traditional scheme of song length, 
with Adz’ final song and grand opus “Impossible Soul” clocking in at over 25 minutes. 

One of the highlights of Adz is “I Walked,” a hypnotic, beat-driven track 
noteworthy for its juxtaposition between man (ethereal, echoing vocals) and machine 
(electronic, synth-laden instrumentation). The bizarre, art-rock nature of Adz brings new 
interpretations with each listen, an experimental work that expertly treads the line 
between insanity and genius. 
  
- Lauren Duffy 


